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1. About

The department of Psychology was established in the year 1960. The department offers UG

courses to students. The faculty members of Psychology department are well-educated and

encourage students to participate students in various programmes to balance their mental health.



2. List of Faculties

Dr. Anurag Bhatnagar
Qualification D. Litt.
Designation Professor
Contact 9454762755
Email Id annu_mannu@rediff.com
Specialisation and area of research Organization Behaviour
Research Papers- 17; Seminars/ Conferences- 32; Books/Book Chapters- 05/04

Shri. Anmol
Qualification M.A., Ph.D. (Pursuing)
Designation Assistant Professor
Contact 9044581199
Email Id anmol.kumar1@bhu.ac.in
Specialisation and area of research Positive Psychology, Social Psychology
Research Papers- 05; Seminars/ Conferences- 04

3. List of Ex-Faculties:

I. Dr. Parmatma Prasad Srivastava (1962 – 1992)

II. Dr. Arvind Kumar Srivastava (1975 - )

4. Student Profile:
Students admitted in this department are from both rural and urban areas and from all sections of

the society. However, their performance is appreciable.

5. Changes in Courses:
The syllabus of music has recently been revised that is applied from 2008.

6. Success rate and drop-out rate:
The department has maintained a good success rate of students, between 70- 90%. The drop out

rate is almost negligible.

7. Learning Resources of the department:
The department is equipped with following resources for our students-

A. Library: For UG students, there is a central library in the institution that has sufficient number of text

books and reference books and many Encyclopedias etc.
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B. Laboratory: The department has a laboratory for UG students well equipped with facilities for various

experiments, like Reaction Time, Color Mixture, Mirror drawing, Muller Lyer, Normal Probability Curve,

memory Drum, Bhatia battery, Phi Phenomenon, various types of Test papers, Questionnaires,

Inventories etc

8. Modern teaching methods: Apart from classroom teaching, we encourage our students to learn in the

lab by various experiments.

9. Academic and personal Counseling: The faculty takes keen interest in providing academic and

personal counseling to our students. We give counseling to our students according to their interests and

inform them about their future avenues.

10. Faculty development programmes: The faculties have attended required number of orientation and

refresher courses.

11. Participation in academic activities:
Teaching- The faculty is regularly involved in teaching, both theory and practical.

Other Academic Activities-
Our faculty member is routinely involved in other college activities, like proctorship, admission,

examination, evaluation, etc.

12. Collaboration with other departments and institutions: none

13. Priority Areas of Research- Organizational Psychology
Publications- 22

14. Placement record of Students- We have a good placement record of students in different fields.

15. Plan of action of the department for the next five years:
The plan of action of the department in the coming years is to further improve the facilities for our

students.


